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Paul Charbonnet
Founding Partner
Mr. Charbonnet is well-known in the computerized
investing community. His 1968 degree is in biology
and early work involved computerized simulation of
living, growing, natural systems.
He created Investors FastTrack in 1989 after his
communication software was sold to 3Comm in 1988.
FT4Web has been a leading investment software
program for more than 20-years, and is used by thousands of professional and individual subscribers
worldwide. FastTrack provides:
* quality, daily, dividend-adjusted fund & stock data.
* simple, easy to understand investing strategies.
* unique, mind-opening approach to investment software.
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* Wealth has neither been created nor destroyed. It has just moved around over the
past 24 years.
* To "beat the market", the first step is to understand how "markets" (there are many)
grow and change. The next step is dynamic diversification across changing markets.
There is always a bull market somewhere.
* Equity, hard asset, and bond investors who are willing to trade monthly or quarterly
can easily achieve annualized return 5-10% above the market with less risk than buy
and holding or market timing.
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The common wisdom is that an expert must have devoted 10,000 hours to his subject.
As of 2012, Paul is at 49,000 hours, not counting overtime.
"You must rotate your money by periodically trading (4-12 times per year). It
does not require investing in invididual stocks, futures, or options. All can be
done with a diversified portfolio of ETFs and mutual funds with minimum cost,
risk, and effort."
"Making money in the market since the 9/1/2000 market top has been extraordinarily easy."
"You cannot harvest a crop if you start with cheap, low quality seed.
Nothing comes out right when your data starts out wrong."
The presentation uses FastTrack software, but is not a FastTrack training session in
any sense. Paul focuses on the current market situation and investment strategies
which can be followed with or without computer software.

